Topics for Oral Exam
Oral Presentation
Assessment strategy
Learner

Make appropriate use of
a/an
Identify greetings
moments of day
Describing by using there
is/ are/isn´t/ aren´t
Talking about places in
the city
Giving directions
Vocabulary
Naming Places in the
town
Mentioning prepositions

Goals
Learner can
.
Make appropriate use of a. use
in conversation.
Identify and write moments of
day and greetings

Learning

Describing a city by using there
is there are.

there is/ are/isn´t/ aren´t

Students will talk about places
in town
Students will give directions by
saying prepositions
Students name places in the
town prepositions
Answering questions about
places in town.

Places in the town
Prepositions
There is there are
There aren´t there isn´t

Use of a/an
Moments of day, greetings, and
farewells.

Directions
Print or create a drawing of a city in which you the places in could be
visualize. Realize a description of the city by using there us and there
are, there isn´t / there aren´t. they will also create sentences by using
prepositions.
Example:
There is a hospital, there is a museum, there is a supermarket, there is
a bank, there is a port office, there is a bus station. There is a park.
There isn´t an airport. The post office is next to the museum, the
cafeteria is next to the bak.

Dates:
7-1

Wednesday June 22nd ,2022
Oral Presentation exam

Evaluation Form
Teacher: Paulette Lanuza Ramirez
Date: ________
Mark: ________
level: ___________
Student´s name: ____________________________________ Percentage: 20%
Total Points: 40
% obtained: ______
5 Mostly 4 Reasonably 3 Roughly 2 Scarcely 1 Hardly ever
Aspects

Grammar

Pronunciation

Vocabulary

Descriptors
The speaker´s speck was characterized by:

4

3

2

1

An acceptable command of basic structures: simple
tenses, subject- verb agreement, verb conjugations.
Correct formation and use of parts of speech.
Use there is, there are, there isn´t.
Correspondence between pronunciation and
spellings
Correct word stress according to the function of the
words.
An appropriate amount of vocabulary prepositions
places in town
Use vocabulary relevant to the topic
Use of authentic and studied English vocabulary
Substantial speech delivery

Content
Ability to express and understand general ideas
without the use of supporting material.

Presentation

The presentation seemed original, well prepared,
not improvised; it was not similar to the others
presenters. Warm-up and audio visual aids use.

Comments:_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

